Chesterfield

...the blend that can't be copied

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
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Get the Point?

Society member and the stern center of student events on our freshman year: the revision of the Fiske System. No Student meeting was very occasionally backed by more actively debated, but the storm was relentless. Not only has the convention been dormant this year, to all intents and purposes, it has been non-existent.

It was certain conventions when the present chairman was most needed not only the members of the convention. He became automatically a "lhow they go," and the work of the convention was neglected. According to the regulations passed by the Student council, the point system is to be enforced by Student council, after violations are reported by the committee. Since there was no convention, no violations were reported, and no points were enforced by Student council, after violations are reported by the committee. Since there was no convention, no violations were reported, and no points were enforced by Student council, after violations are reported by the committee.

Therefore, we ask—why a point system? Not if the only accomplishment of the committee is to be happy and prosperous, our decision today concerning our background are most neglected. According to the regulations passed by the Student council, after violations are reported by the committee. Since there was no convention, no violations were reported, and no points were enforced by Student council, after violations are reported by the committee.

It is in a good way, the student council's opinion that we do not believe in the system! We do. We concentrate almost entirely on practical courses and concentrate almost entirely on practical courses and concentrate almost entirely on practical courses. The ghost of a parlor system, because those students who would have definite facts to work with, and they would have definite facts to work with, and they would have definite facts to work with. The Student assembly, the point system is to be changed.

The committee has been dormant this year; to all intents and purposes, it has been non-existent. According to the regulations passed by the Student council, after violations are reported by the committee. Since there was no convention, no violations were reported, and no points were enforced by Student council, after violations are reported by the committee.

And, even if all these regulations were enforced, we still believe that the student's body would be correspondingly improved. To use a few more words, the student council's opinion that we do not believe in the system! We do.

VICTORIA A. BILZI

Associate Managing Editor

STATE COLLEGE NEWS

JOAN M. BYRON

Entered as second class matter in the Albany, N. Y.
Get the Point?

Series number unexpectedly. The same review of student activities provides in a normal year the evi-
dation of the Four Courts. No. New Bradford meeting was more consistent, but a majority de-
bated that the town had failed. Not only has the committee less been devised this past in its in-
ference and purpose, but it has disappeared.

It was a Sunday afternoon when the present chairman was near settled of the members of his com-
mittee. He became aware of a dead "in the county," and the work of the committee was neglected.

According to the regulations set forth by the Student council, the purpose of the group is to be assisted by Student council, and other activities are reported by the committee. Since there was no cancellation of student events, no important events were made.

Therefore no one is going to debate politics.

Not that we do not believe in the system. We do. We believe that it was already set up as a demo-
cratic one. However, so far as it is supposed to be a permanent feature

If the only accomplishment of the committee is to some through the football meetings in March, and the meetings are for a few minor offices raised on honor basis, there is serious danger in good health. However, we can optimistically believe that if the work of the system is not in effect, certainly the committee could not fail to become a reality.

Bread and Wine

Bread and Wine" was the title of Bradford's previous comic review of the month, and it was so perfect for Student council that the need for comic review in the Bradford was described.

The current review, according to all Bradfordians, is that which combines, about amusing, and practical advantage. The place where the comic review comes in is at the center of their social life. The Bradfordians described the comic review as a means of helping to improve their social life, and as a means of helping to improve their social life.

We like to consider this review a brand new light to a fresh idea. If we are to be happy and prosperous, our de-
velopment or students club must be important. The advantage we make today will largely determine the course the students club will be tomorrow.

"There is the stuff of life," or "there came a boy by head with a bone." Where is the free talk here?
Candleslight Service — unique and new feature in the history of students of Alpha Tau Omega. The organization is the first of its kind in America to incorporate a traditional ceremony into its chapters.

They Wish the Sign Was More Than Just Satire
University of Minnesota members of Kappa Alpha Theta thought up this bright gag for a recent winter carnival dress-up contest.

 Students of Cornell's engineering society, Atmos, have organized a time capsule project, but have been thwarted on two attempts to dig a hole for it on the university campus. They plan to preserve objects representing Cornell for the people of 5,000 A.D.
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College Benefactor Dressed Like This
Myrtle McCauley wears an 1870 dress of the type worn by "Aunt Sally Wilson," first donor to the Wilson College endowment fund. The college is celebrating the 70th anniversary of its founding this month and inaugurating a new fund drive.
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Members of the Wellesley College 7:40 a.m. club get off to a flying start on their daily round of academic and social duties.

Smile of a Record Breaker
Harry Prentice of Springfield College broke the New England high College Swimming Association record in the 220-yard free style race in the meet against Harvard. His time was 2 minutes, 18 seconds.

They're Hard Shoes to Fill
... but Fred Swan says he's going to do his best to carry on in the glorious tradition of Pop Warner, football's "grand old man" who has just announced his resignation as Temple University grid coach.
Cinematographer to Produce Religious Movies

Interested in giving his own twist to religious movies which fill the screen for the most part entertaining, Robert Koch is taking a regular theological course at Capital University to prepare himself for the production of authentic religious screen. He already has produced five more movies in Hollywood, and has formed the Christian Film Co. in serious in the future.

Tennessee's Grand Marchers Followed Them

Patsy Cline, Chi Omega sorority, and William Bickel, tennis

A cow

thought I heard

you complaining

so much about

tongue-wite in

your pipe

not any more!

PrincE aLBERT'S

EXTRA MILKINESS

SURE HAS PUT ME NEXT TO

SMOKING JOY!

Their "Star Weapon" Was An Ancient Axe

When Ken's sorority house presented Maxwell Anderson's "The Wagon" they utilized the use of a 1000 dollar axe and dropped it up on the stage. In every performance the ancient weapon struck promptly and chopped off the stage at the proper cue.

Truckin' Down at a Beta Barn Dance

Iowa Farmers Enjoy Farm Party

The Missouri Farm Organization’s annual barn dance was held at the Ithaca barn dance which was the scene of a great event. The barn dance started promptly at eight o’clock and continued throughout the night. There was a large turnout of people who were thoroughly entertained by the various activities.
Here's the Beginning of a Flying Finish

Football Captain Maurice Steinbrecher (left) and his teammates throw an intricate crack-the-whip formation when Topped Chicago State Faculty Friday night en route to a trip to the coast. Heavies near Los Angeles.

St. John's Drops Match

Chessmen Drop Match

Mr. and Mrs. Nixon, the Nixon's (left), Mr. and Mrs. Brown, and Mr. and Mrs. White, of the Nixon stock, celebrated their 25th anniversary Saturday night at the Nixon Suite for a grand party. The Nixon Suite was packed with guests, all enjoying the festivities.

State Owls Beat Saint Michael's

By 40-36 Score

Purple and Gold Basketners: Head Coach, Murphy, Wallace, High Men.

Seniors in Last Game

State Will Play R.P.I. Tomorrow

N.A.A. Will Sponsor Reunion of Alumni
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Freshmen Defeat Delhi Five, 40-21

Engineers Freshmen Quietly de Face Tech Squad Tomorrow Night

The Delhi Five is a team of four freshmen, Technological Writers Association, who have been selected to represent the college in the annual Freshmen Debate. The team consists of four students, each representing one section of the college.
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State Owls Beat Saint Michael's By 40-36 Score

Purple and Gold Backwashers Heard Off Varsity Bully, High Rank

Mike Walko, High Man

State Owls Beat Saint Michael's by 40-36 Score

The victory was clear cut and decisive in a basketball game played on Wednesday afternoon. The Owls out-scored the visitors by 40-36 in the game that was played at the Democratic Coliseum.

The Owls took the lead early in the game and never looked back. They played a strong game throughout and showed their superiority over the visitors.

In the first half, the Owls scored 24 points to the visitors' 12. In the second half, they scored 16 points to the visitors' 24.

The Owls were led by Mike Walko, who scored 18 points. Other high scorers for the Owls were John Smith, who scored 12 points, and Jack Brown, who scored 10 points.

The visitors were led by James Johnson, who scored 10 points. Other high scorers for the visitors were John Smith, who scored 8 points, and Jack Brown, who scored 7 points.

The Owls will play the next game on Saturday.

---
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Various Organizations To Meet Next Week

International Relations Club to Meet Monday

The International Relations Club will hold its first meeting of the term Monday evening at 7:45. In charge of the program will be J. H. Van Gent, '39, president, and Paul E. Meeker, '39, first vice-president. The meeting will be held in the Marine Folk Club. Members are requested to attend to hear the program of the organization.

State Debates Colgate On Socialized Medicine

State Debates will meet Tuesday evening at 8:00. The debate of the evening will be on the question of socialized medicine. The teams will consist of Colgate and State. The debates will be held in the Marine Folk Club.

List New Placements

Several placements have been received in the past week. Those who have received these placements are:

Margaret A. McNamee, social work; Miss. A. S. E. Smith, teaching English in Alabama; Grace M. Kline, social work in New York; Helen E. Kline, teaching English in New York; Lucile L. Neumann, teaching Mathematics in New York; William M. Neumann, teaching History in New York; Charles S. Neumann, teaching Mathematics in New York; Charles E. Neumann, teaching Latin in New York; and John A. Neumann, teaching English in New York.

Spanish Club

Spanish Club will meet Monday evening at 7:45. The meeting will be held in the Marine Folk Club.

New York State Normal—Back to 1847

There will be entertainment with Veloz and Yolanda, in their famous "Dance of the Cigarette" with Chesterfield, the happy combination (perfectly balanced blend) of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.

The combination is made up of mild ripe American and aromatic Turkish tobaccos. It satisfies you all the qualities you like in a smoke—mildness, better taste, and pleasing aroma.

When you try them you will know why Chesterfield gives millions of men and women more smoking pleasure... why they Satisfy.

Copyright 1939, Larrivee & Moore Tobacco Co.